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this game we love
JOSH'S VISION IS 20-20

As we start a new decade, there can be no question now:

this is The Era of Josh Hickey-Patriquin. 

With tears of joy in Dartmouth last November, a man from

humble beginnings put every croke-flicker in his rear view

mirror. It was a typically Hickey-Patriquinesque performance,

coaching his own opponent during the final match.

Like all those who have a genuine claim to greatness,

Hickey-Patriquin’s must be based on not just statistics but

his feats of daring-do. After he stood up from the board,

he talked of being around as a “pioneer” for the new era of

double-elimination tournaments. 

But does a mountain of winning statistics make him
the G.O.A.T.? 

Hickey-Patriquin is without a doubt the best of his era,

and a true great. But the greatest? He has some way to go

-and it will not be determined just by what he does at the

octagon. But you can be sure he will be doing his

damnedest to win.
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are you better than josh?
LET 'S  BE  HONEST-  PROBABLY  NOT .

In the wake of SUCC 30, Josh continues to increase his lead over the competition. Dave and

Gus have minor point shifts that cause them to swap places, though most suspect it won’t be

for long, especially with Rach only one point behind. The midfield swelled with six new

players joining the DCL. Fans are cheering on Rob and congratulating him on his rise from

last place! Queen of Crokinole Lisa Allen has fallen to penultimate place, with Sarah in the

final spot.

Current Rankings (as of November 23, 2019)
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Donald (1501) 

Abbas (1499) 

JP (1484) 

Elise (1484) 

Shamus (1477) 

Frankie (1473) 

Amy (1470) 

Ryan (1468) 

Emily (1464) 

Rielle (1455) 

Yasmine (1452) 

Rob (1452) 

Lisa (1431) 

Sarah (1411) 



SUCC 30: Flirty &
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The first double-elimination crokinole

tournament to happen in the Maritime

Crokinole Division was both a roaring

success and a bed of controversy.

Difficulties during the tournament have

led to new regulations and oversight

[see page 6 article, ed.] As for the action

in SUCC 30, the double-elimination

format allowed players more chances to

enjoy the great game and chase glory.

Winners remain in the top bracket as

long as they win. Those who lose a

game move down to the Second

Chance to Dance Adam V Bracket

(SCDB). At the end, the winner of the

SCDB plays the winner of the top

bracket, with the top bracket contender

requiring one win to become champion

and the SCDB contender requiring two

wins.

Newcomer Abbas Yousefi was only able

to play one game as, being a socialite,

he was quadruple-booked. Insiders say

this is primarily due to him arranging

Ellie’s schedule. [Follow her on Insta
@the.dog.ellie -ed.] Abbas’ sister

Yasmine was spotted by Josh as a

player with potential. “Yasmine for a first

time has a raw natural talent, I think she

could be great someday if she were to

stick with it.”

The one-and-only Adam V delighted

everyone with his first appearance in the

Dartmouth Crokinole League (DCL). The

SCDB was also named the Adam V

bracket in honour of his many cases of

multiple entries in Lunenburg Crokinole

League tourneys. This naming led Amy

Harrison to announce, “I call bullshit, no

unicorn shit, on this tournament

already.” But when the croks fell, Adam

V did not require any extra byes, making

it quite far into both the winners’ and

the Adam V bracket. 

This tournament was the first double elimination crokinole tournament to
happen in the Maritime Crokinole Division
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GLORY  WAS  CHASED ,  UNICORNS  WERE  SMASHED ,

“ IT  WAS  A  TIME .  

A  CRAZY  PIÑATA-BEATING
UNICORN-FILLED

DELICIOUSLY-SILLY  TIME”

caused later chaos in the Adam V

bracket. 

A tag-in of Lisa Allen during Sarah

Francis’ triple-elimination game led

to high tensions. Diplomacy prevailed,

resulting in Allen getting a ‘birthday

bye’. However, this shed light on the

new realities of extra byes in a

double-elimination tournament.

“David’s meatballs were great and I

did like the double-elimination but it

did take longer,” said Rachael Hickey-

Patriquin, one of many comments 

President Hickey-Patriquin and

Supreme Leader Webb declared, with

the consent of Adam V, that he would

not get automatic extra byes in future

now that he had progressed further

into the tournaments. “The CLamp”

also gained new rivals throughout the

tournament. “I would say that [SUCC

30] was a roaring success even

though the infamous Adam V kicked

my butt,” said Emily Allen. “I can’t wait

for a rematch!”

Although Adam V did not get extra

byes, early bracket creation mishaps 
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thriving or dirty?
BULLSHIT  DIPLOMACY  PREVAILED

that led the DCL to realize that this

may be the end of the extra-bye era.

[More details on page 6, ed.]

Shenanigans and allegations of

nepotism led Josh Hickey-Patriquin,

MCD President, to come to the DCL’s

defense. “This is the most organized

Crokinole tournament I’ve ever seen. I

found all the old tournament

brackets. There are dicks drawn on

there. There are names crossed out

and other things written in."

The piñata half-time event wowed the

crowd. “It was a time. A crazy piñata-

beating-unicorn-filled-deliciously-silly

time,” said Amy Harrison. “I’d never done

a piñata before,” said Gus Webb.

totals. “It’s like a pregnancy,” said Lisa

Allen. “Gus keeps coming over and

giving us updates on the birth.”

“Nick, you’re very good at this, you’re

very good,” said Josh. “But consistency

is what matters.” Josh said before

flicking his croke over Nick’s and right

off the board.

In the end, Josh Hickey-Patriquin was

the champion of SUCC 30. Nick

Allen’s spirits remained high. “Yeah, it

felt great to take a swing at Josh! And

he was also coaching me in our final

game, so that was fun.”

“I felt the deep eldritch energies, the

rage, the bloodlust.”

The games continued, with Adam V,

Nick, Dave, Josh, Rach, Rob, Gus, and

Julie all advancing far into the

brackets. Rach defeated the self-

proclaimed G.O.A.T. Adam V to face

Nick for the ultimate second chance

to dance against top bracket winner

Josh. Nick won the match, leading to

a rematch of Josh and Nick for the

championship. 

Nick and Josh played a game fraught

with tension and creeping point 

Not-a-dick drawing credit: MCD President Josh Hickey-Patriquin
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While SUCC 30 was deemed a roaring success,

Commissioner Webb faced many complaints

throughout the evening. “Gus seems a bit

scatterbrained tonight,” remarked Rob Speers, with

Lisa Allen replying, “Those are serious allegations.”

Speers later followed this up with, “You messed this

up royally, Gus.”

 

The DCL readily admitted mistakes in tourney

bracket creation and Supreme Leader Webb

submitted this statement, some believing he was

counseled by Barack Obama:

“Unfortunately, faced with a new format, our

Commissioner made a series of hasty decisions. I

believe that many of these decisions were

motivated by a sincere desire to protect the

crokinole-playing people. But I also believe we went

off course. And this is not my assessment alone. 

So don’t be discouraged by what’s happened in the

last few weeks. Don’t be discouraged that we have

to acknowledge potentially we’ve made some

mistakes. That’s how we learn. But the fact that we

are willing to acknowledge them and then move

forward, that is precisely why I am proud to be the

Supreme Leader, and that’s why you should be

proud to be members of the DCL.

The DCL has announced new measures to ensure

the integrity of tournament brackets. Exhibition

games on the day of the tournament will not affect

rankings until after the tournament. Commissioner

Webb noted that this led to mistakes made in

haste, notably some top players being in the wrong

spots in the second tier causing a mismatch in

players, and Brandon being written in twice which

had to be corrected through, as usual, shenanigans.

The Commissioner will have sole responsibility of

determining player ranks of any new players to join

the DCL on the day of a tournament.

David Harrison has been named to and accepted

the position of Warden of the Brackets. He will

provide an additional check after the brackets are

set up before games begin and, along with Webb

and Hickey-Patriquin, will have the power to

officially note results on the brackets and call new

games to begin.

Maritime Crokinole Division President Josh Hickey-

Patriquin has instructed Supreme Leader Webb to

also institute the Warden of the Trophy role and

assign it to Amy Harrison. MCD VP of PR, Valerie

"Stinger" Pasdar, remarked, "David and Amy are

married but this really doesn't have any influence

on these new roles, so keep your nose out of DCL

business! Amy lovingly constructed the updated

DCL trophy as seen on our cover and will repair it

when Josh inevitably breaks it." [Follow Amy on
Insta @pixelspieces -ed.]

Extra byes are being rescinded except in cases of

player replacement. No tag-ins mid-game are

allowed unless all parties are in agreement. Late

players are advised to reserve spots by the time of

the bracket creation. 

President Hickey-Patriquin and Supreme Leader

Webb reserve the capability to form an

extraordinary council to resolve unforeseen issues.

results & regulations
WE  GOT  NEW  RULES ,  WE  COUNT  ‘EM
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“YOU  MESSED  THIS  UP
ROYALLY ,  GUS . ”

 The brackets were a hot mess at SUCC 30



Hot on the heels of SUCC 30 comes SUCC 37!
Double-elimination remains the game of the day.
Last tournament set a record of five crokinole
boards going at once, but with the janky incorrectly
pegged board gone, and various players receiving
new boards for Christmas, it's anyone's guess what
number of simultaneous games SUCC 37 might hit.
This tournament doubles as an engagement party
and a birthday party. Speculation is rampant on
what type of piñata might show up… Spider-Man?
Formula 1 race car? TARDIS? … but Commissioner
Webb notes that with renovations underway at
King’s Comfort B&B a piñata may not be on the
menu, but a chocolate fountain most definitely is.

The nieces are expected to stop by at some point,
forcing a DCL emergency meeting to enact Chaotic
Niece Protection Measures. Gus Webb after the
meeting said, “I have looked into the void and it has
found me wanting.” Lisa Allen has been named
Chief Niece Wrangler. Possible first-timer Donald
Raeside told DCD, “I wish all contestants luck in the
competition, and I hope that first and foremost
they have fun. I intend to use my same strategy,
should I manage to participate, of cavalier over-
reliance on luck.”

Rob ‘Rocky’ Speers told DCD, “Watch out
Dartmouth Crokinolers! I’m risin’ up and back on
the street, did my time and took my chances, and
you all know that I’ll be going the distance for that
cup!” Sarah Francis is the next player who hopes to
make a triumphant climb, saying, “Next one I hope
to make it past the first round and out of last place
in the standings at least.”
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Socialite Abbas Yousefi hopes to “play two games”

at SUCC 37, while Yasmine Yousefi will be missing

as she acts as crokinole ambassador to Dubai.

David Harrison makes bold claims, saying, “I think

2020 is going to be the year of many krokinole

championship titles for me. 2019 was a building

year, finding my stroke, getting my shots lined up.

2020 is my year. Mark it down.”

“WATCH  OUT  DARTMOUTH
CROKINOLERS !  I ’M  RISIN ’  UP
AND  BACK  ON  THE  STREET"

a look ahead
SUCC  37  -  FLEVAN  & THREVEN

The nieces.

Nick Allen, SUCC 30 finalist, is also preparing. “I have

been practicing day and night for the next

tournament, and I will arrive guns blazing!” Josh

Hickey-Patriquin continues to humble-brag, saying, “I

think there could be some real competition from the

DCL in the future. Winning the First and Second

legitimate Dartmouth Crokinole Championships has

been great, but I am sure in no time I'll have my work

cut out for me just like the Lunenburg division.” Asked

about who might be a threat next tournament, he

said, “That new guy Adam seemed to do pretty well.

Dave will be the biggest threat though I think. Nick

has it in him, but he crumbled under the pressure.”

Rumour has it Supreme Leader Webb has enacted a

strict training regimen for family members over the

holidays. Statisticians have scrambled to keep up

with ranking updates. "I just wanted to watch

Hallmark's  The Christmas Crokinole Prince  with my

family," said Dr. Hans Fliebegerber as he cried into his

spreadsheets.



Feature
interview
We  asked  Gus  Webb  some  Qs  & he  A 'd  them

This issue, we interview Lunenburg Crokinole Commissioner and

Supreme Leader of the Dartmouth Crokinole League, Gus Webb.

DCD :  Hello  Gus ,  Welcome  to  your  interrogation .

GW :  [Gus  laughs  nervously] Wait ,  what .

DCD :  Tell  me  Gus ,  what  is  your  f irst  childhood  memory  of

this  game  we  call  Crokinole?

GW :  [Gus  stares  deep  into  the  past] I  have  these  vague

memories  of  my  family  fr iend ’s  boards  and  wishing  I  could

put  my  hands  on  them ,  but  it  wasn ’t  until  Josh  and  his

friends  took  me  under  their  wing  that  I  was  introduced  to

the  great  game .

DCD :  When  would  you  say  your  great  fr iendship  with  Josh

began?

GW :  [Gus  stares  at  the  f loor] It  took  so  long  for  him  to  call

me  “fr iend . ”  I  met  Josh  and  all  the  HB  Studios  crew

through  Amy  Harrison  about  10  years  ago  or  so ,  and  the

rest  is  history ,  true  love  i f  you  will .

DCD :  Tell  me  about  the  inaugural  Crokinole  event  that

started  this  whole  gathering  and  stat-keeping

phenomenon?

GW :  Josh  was  hosting  a  tournament  so  I  decided  to  [blah

blah  blah  nerd  talk],  and  started  taking  things  to  the  next

level .  But  once  I  was  presented  with  the  Commissioner 's

Sash ,  we  knew  that  we  had  tapped  into  something

magical  that  will  go  on  forever .  [Gus ’s  eyes  start  to  well  up

as  the  memories  come  streaming  out]

DCD :    At  the  latest  Crokinole  event  there  was  some

whispers  of  potential  drama  brewing .    As  Commissioner

what  would  you  say  is  the  biggest  scandal  you ’ve  had  to

deal  with  to  date?
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GW :  [Gus  wipes  a  bead  of  sweat  from  on  his  forehead]

There  are  a  lot  of  people  who  aren ’t  just  about  the  level  of

game ,  they  get  consumed  by  the  power  and  the  glory .

Staying  on  top  of  that  has  been  a  very  diff icult  task  as

Commissioner .  Making  sure  the  rankings  have  the  highest

integrity  is  of  utmost  importance .

DCD :  Have  you  ever  had  to  step  in  as  Commissioner  and

put  someone  in  their  place ,  or  possibly  demote  them

against  their  will?

GW :  I ’m  proud  to  say  we  have  never  had  to  have  a  forced

demotion .    Usually  in  the  Lunenburg  league ,  President

Hickey-Patriquin  has  been  able  to  form  a  triumvirate  of

himself ,  myself ,  and  an  extra  party  in  order  to  resolve

issues  fairly .    As  president  of  the  Dartmouth  league ,  I  have

also  been  able  to  rely  on  Josh ’s  wisdom  as  President  of  the

Maritime  Crokinole  Division .

DCD :  I  heard  Josh  mention  that  the  league  is  run  as  a

dictatorship ,  would  you  say  that  is  the  only  thing  it  has  in

common  with  North  Korea?

GW :  Well ,  my  official  title  for  the  Dartmouth  league  is

Supreme  Leader ,  so  that  is  really  just  a  coincidence ,  but

our  nuclear  division  hasn ’t  progressed  very  far ,  so  maybe

we  have  more  in  common  than  meets  the  eye .    Unlike

North  Korea ,  we  are  very  welcoming  to  outsiders ,  but  once

you  join ,  there  is  no  escape ,  you  are  in  the  rankings

forever .  Unless  you  are  pruned ,  but  we  don ’t  need  to  talk

about  that .

DCD :  What  are  your  future  aspirations  for  the  Dartmouth

Crokinole  League?

GW :  I  see  tournaments  stretching  out  into  the  future ,

developing  a  rich  tapestry  of  lore  and  history .  Someday  we

may  take  over  the  fabled  T-Room  for  an  international

event .  Abbas  has  talked  about  the  potential  for  hosting  a

tournament  in  Dubai .  Really  the  opportunities  are  endless

[Gus ’s  voice  trails  off  here  as  he  sees  his  body  soaring

through  space  and  time  into  the  future  and  the  past  all  in

the  same  vision .  It  seems  I  have  lost  him  now  to  his

dreams  of  universal  domination .]

DCD :  Give  us  some  f inal  words  of  wisdom  for  the  children

out  there  playing  crokinole  in  the  streets  with  pebbles

and  mud  puddles .

GW :  I f  you  want  to  be  a  Josh ,  you  gotta  work  at  it .  It

doesn ’t  matter  how  bad  your  board  is ,  you  gotta  keep

practicing  i f  you  want  to  make  it  to  the  top .  And  absolute

power  corrupts  absolutely .
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society
page

Numerous birthday events fill the Society Page this issue. Supreme

Leader/Commissioner/Editor-in-Chief Gus Webb turns 37 in early January as he once

again forces tournament numbering to follow his whims. 

Nick Allen, SUCC 30 finalist and brother to the Queen of Crokinole Lisa Allen, has a

birthday in late December that is much too close to Christmas. 

Even closer to Christmas is Cristina Mackenzie’s birthday! The real question is only

whether Christmas, SUCC 37, or Lisa Allen’s collection of nativity scenes will outshine

all of these birthdays the most!
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“This game has been going on so long I’ve forgotten the rules” - Rielle Williams

“Dave, kick his ass! Kick his ass!” - Amy Harrison while Dave played Josh

“Piss on them. Piss on fun.” - Jim Allen

“You are a piece of shit.” - Nick Allen (in a statement reported to be ‘funny and quotable’)

"All I can say is under the guise of needing some time away from work, I'll be reflecting on my ability to only
win while sober. I'm haunted by the asterisk beside my only championship and need to prove myself in
both leagues. I'll show my face again when I'm ready." - Spencer Congdon

"Spencer?   Spencer who. I'm not sure who you mean with respect to Crokinole?"- Josh Hickey-Patriquin
(when asked if he had been arranging to have Spencer out of the way)

pics & 
notable

quoteables
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Flying in my private luxury jet I found myself

reflecting on the last tournament.   I was

impressed. The kind of impressed one would be to

see their firstborn child take their first steps or

perhaps not shit their pants. It was clear from my

first game that the competitors were a bit

starstruck. Sitting across from a legend, feeling the

need to apologize after every single shot.   I can’t

begin imagine what that feels like; for obvious

reasons. The obvious reason being that I can’t

imagine anyone greater than myself that I would

aspire to be. 

I could have stayed home and deprived everyone

of this life-changing experience but despite the

debilitating injury to my crokinole flicking finger

and against all pleas from my doctors and trainers

not to compete, I felt like the fans and the sport

needed me.   Like a proud father I tested them,

playing at a reserved level that wouldn’t crush

their spirits or development for future

tournaments.  It went well. Shout-out to Nick. The

main takeaway from the night for me, however,

was the realization of a weakness I apparently

have.  That weakness being Disney songs from

animated feature films. I’d be lying if I told you this

didn’t affect my game and in my mind it was the

only thing that prevented me from making it to

the finals and crushing the eventual Champion. I

can train for this. And I will. 

the final 
word

" I  CAN ’T  IMAGINE  ANYONE

GREATER  THAN  MYSELF  THAT  I

WOULD  ASPIRE  TO  BE . "

Adam  V  speaks  the  truth  (or  a  reasonable  facsimile)

Adam V reflects on his weakness for Disney songs

" I  FELT  LIKE  THE  FANS  AND  THE

SPORT  NEEDED  ME .  LIKE  A

PROUD  FATHER  I  TESTED  THEM . "

*Queue Rocky montage played to the soundtrack
of The Little Mermaid.*


